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In this paper we consider a certain class of nonlinear dispersiw wave problems 
having solutions in the form of slowly varying wavetrains. We develop a 
procedure generating successively formal asymptotic approximations of these 
wavetrains of increasing asymptotic accuracy. In order to obtain forma1 
asymptotic approximations we apply the two variable construction technique 
as developed in [3] for a class of perturbed oscillations described by nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations containing a small nonnegatiw perturbation 
parameter E. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For linear wave propagation problems the general solution can often be 
obtained bv superposition of elementary solutions, the so-called uniform 
wavetrains of the form -;Z exp[i(Kzc - wt)]. An asymptotic expansion of that 
solution for large s and t shows that for dispersive systems a slowly varying 
wavetrain develops. This wave may be considered as a locally uniform 
wavetrain with slowly varying characteristic quantities such as wavenumber, 
frequencv and wavelength. In this paper we consider a certain class of 
nonlinear dispersive wave problems having solutions in the form of slowly 
varying wavetrains. In order to examine the dispersive wave behavior an 
approximate description of a slowly varying wavetrain becomes necessary 
since the principle of superposition does not apply. Therefore we develop 
an algorithmic procedure generating a sequence of formal asymptotic 
approximations of increasing order vO, v1 ,... of a slowly varying wavetrain. 
These are functions which satisfy the wave equation and initial data (which 
have already the form of a wave) up to a certain degree of asymptotic accuracy. 
For the development of this procedure we start with the construction of an 
Nth order formal asymptotic solution QI~ in the form of a generalized asymp- 
totic power series in E. That is, an asymptotic power series in which the 
coefficients are allowed to depend on E. Next, the construction of an Nth 
order formal asymptotic solution vp.,,, will be transformed into an algorithmic 
procedure generating successively formal asymptotic solutions of increasing 
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order. This procedure involves a formal (infinite) generalized asymptotic 
power series. 
For the class of dispersive wave problems we use a two variable technique 
in the construction of vN . In the proposed form of the generalized asymptotic 
power series representing the Nth order formal asymptotic approximation 
vN, the two asymptotically different scales of a slowly varying wavetrain 
will be separated. Let 6 = EX and 7 = it be the stretched coordinates in 
which each unity of 6 and 7 contains a large number (of the order of magni- 
tude l/c) of wavelengths and periods respectively. Then, in terms of these 
stretched coordinates, changes due to the oscillatory behavior of the slowly 
varying wavetrain are of the order l/c, whereas changes of characteristic 
quantities such as wavenumber, wavelength, and amplitude are of the order 1. 
Accordingly, one introduces a “fast” variable p, which takes into account the 
relatively fast local oscillations, where 
$== 0(-l-) and z-O(+), 
and “slow” variables [ and 7, which take care of the slow modulations. 
In [6], Luke extended Kuzmak’s two variable construction technique (cf. 
[2, 51) when dealing with the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation 
Utt - u,, + T/‘(u) = 0. (1.1) 
He proposed the following form of the formal series in the algorithmic 
procedure, 
where 
P = (l/4 w, 4. 
Kogelman and Keller [4] applied the same formal series to a general class 
of nonlinear second order partial differential equations containing a perturba- 
tion parameter E. As EP represents some function of 6 and 7 that does not 
depend on E explicitly, asymptotic approximations of the slowly varying 
wavenumber a@j@ and frequency --S/a7 will be obtained up to the order 1 
only. In the determination of Lm (n > I), they used the initial values 
as a kind normalization, which is rather arbitrary. In the method to be 
developed in this paper, the particular solution of the inhomogeneous linear 
equation for U, (n > 1) is chosen in such a way as to contain no “secular” 
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terms. Ablowitz and Benney [I] reexamined Eq. (1.1) and put the formal 
series in the procedure in a form convenient for extension to an expansion 
involving multivariable functions. The procedure differs from Luke’s 
procedure in the way degrees of freedom are introduced in order to get 
uniformly bounded functions U,, . They allow the phase function 0 to 
depend on E. Then, apart from the above formal series for cp Ablowitz and 
Benney introduced a priori the series 
and 
In [3] an algorithmic procedure has been developed for obtaining asymp- 
totic solutions of a class of nonlinear oscillation problems. We will extend 
this procedure to the class of nonlinear dispersive wave problems described hi 
x+t -- zc,, + FU.(W, ES, Et) + Ef(zu, zc, ) zu( ) EX, Ef, c) =: 0, s > 0. f :: 0, 
where F,, denotes the derivative of F with respect to zu. F,,. satisfies some 
restoring-force condition in order to get slowly varying wavetrains. However, 
we restrict ourselves to the construction of formal asymptotic solutions and 
do not give a proof of asymptotic correctness. In the stretched variables 6 
and T, the form of an Nth order formal asymptotic approximation P)~ in the 
two variable construction technique is anticipated as 
The first term 7 + -4,@, = LrO represents the 2rr-periodic solution of the 
nonlinear equation in p 
whereas the functions F, (V 3 I) are determined recursively as functions of p 
b\- the linear equations 
(SL - S%,) U”.,, +F,,,(C, , 5, 7) Z’, -= ---Y,(P, E, 7). 
Let Z,*(p, E, T) = Uo,,(p, 5, T) and Z,*(p, 5, T) be two linearly independent 
solutions of the homogeneous equation for 17” (cf., Appendix for a complete 
description), then the solutions U,, are taken in the form 
uv(p, 6, 7) = A,(& T) z,*(f’t t, 7) + @j,(pv t, 7). 
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The particular solution D,, is chosen to be orthogonal to Z,* and Z,* with 
respect top. The 2N + 2 functions Sj and Aj ,j = O,..., N, suffice to suppress 
secular terms in the determination of uniformly bounded functions LI, v = 
1 ,.*., N, and in the residual function of v N. Finally, the construction technique 
is transformed into a procedure generating formal asymptotic solutions of 
increasing order. 
In Section 4 we apply the algorithmic procedure to a nonlinear Klein- 
Gordon equation with a small Van der Pol perturbation 
utt - u,, + au + bu3 - ~(1 - 24’) zft = 0, (1.2) 
where the strictly positive coefficients a and b are slowly varying functions, 
i.e., they depend on EX and ct. Throughout the paper E is a small nonnegative 
perturbation parameter. The phrase “for small E > 0 (C > 0)” means “for 
sufficiently small positive (nonnegative) 6”. The positive numbers 6, and E” 
are generic constants. The asymptotic order symbol 0 has its usual meaning 
and is always understood to be related to the limit process E JO uniformly in 
the remaining variables on their domain. Hence, formal asymptotic approxi- 
mations actually mean uniform formal asymptotic approximations on the 
domain in question. 
2. FORMAL ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS OF A 
S~0uv.Y VARYING WAVETRAIN 
In order to include the large scale variations in an approximate description 
of a slowly varying wavetrain we apply the change of variables f = EX and 
r = ct. To the compact region [0, L,] x [0, L2] of the (E, r)-space there 
corresponds a region in the (x, t)-space of the form [O,LJE] x [0,L2/~] for 
each fixed small E > 0. Regions in the (x, t)-space of this form are said to be 
of the order of magnitude I/E. These regions are large enough to describe the 
slow modulations of the characteristic quantities of a slowly varying wave- 
train in a meaningful way. Putting u([, 7, l ) = w([/E, T/E, C) in (1.2), we get 
for the class of nonlinear perturbed Klein-Gordon equations on the compact 
region 1, X Ia = [0, L,] X [0, La] 
For an approximation of a slowly varying wavetrain we take the initial condi- 
tions 
u(E, 0, c) = u,(5, c> and 4t, 0, 4 = %(5,4, (2.lb) 
where u1 and u2 already have the form of a wave. 
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We assume that 
(i) FE Ca(R x II x I*, R), 
(ii) fE Cm(R3 x 11 x 4% x t(-k %I, Q, 
(iii) ui E Cz(I, X (0, es], R), i = 1, 2, 
(iv) uF,(u, 5, T) > 0 for all ([, T) ~1~ x 1, and u -+ 0. 
L4ssumptions (i) and (iv) imply that F has a absolute minimum at u := 0 for 
all(6,7)EIr XI,. 
In this section we will construct an Nth order formal asymptotic solution 
vN of problem (2.1) on the region II x Ia which has the form of a generalized 
asymptotic power series, that is, a function for which the following hold. 
E-N-l[E’(~N.~~ -- TN,& t I;,,(~?, , f, T, t dvP,, l $‘i-v’.E > yN.i , f, 7, c)] 
== g&f, 7, c) = O(l), (5, T) E I, :,: 1, , (2.24 
u,(f, c) ~- VN(f, 0, c> = qcN+-l), E E I, , 
and 
u,(f. c) -- qJN.r(f, 0, c) = O(cN+‘), fEI1. (2.2b) 
For the method of constructing TN we apply the technique as developed in [3] 
for a class of nonlinear oscillation problems. We will therefore restrict 
ourselves to the principal results and refer to that paper for a detailed descrip- 
tion of the method. 
The form of TN is anticipated as 
w(f, 7, c) z : ?(f, 7) + J,(f, 7) Q&p, f,T) I f E”I:,(p, f, T), 
Y =l 
p == (1 ‘6) S(E, 7, E), 
where 
.V 
(2.3a) 
S(f, ‘T) l ) = S-,(5, T, ~ E C l ‘Sj(f, i). (2.3h) 
, =(I 
We assume that 
(I) @o, U”, v = l,..., N, EP(R >’ 11 x 12) R), 
(II) @a, U” , v = l)..., N, and all their partial derivatives with respect 
to p, f and T are uniformly bounded on R x I1 x 1, , 
(III) 7, A, and Sj , j = - l,..., NE C”(I, x I? , R), 
(IV). s”,,, -- S21,p 3 8, > 0 for (f, T) EIr X ZZ. 
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It may be shown from (2.3) that in terms of the coordinates 6 and T along the 
curves S = constant the tangential derivative of vN is of the asymptotic order 
1, whereas the normal derivative of P)~ is of order I/E. In consequence of 
assumption (iv) on F it will appear that the right-hand side of (2.3a) will 
become a periodic function of p so that the curves S = constant might be 
considered as the curves of equal phase or wavefronts. 
As a matter of convenience we introduce the abbreviations 
s-,.,(E, 4 = 454 and S&, 4 = &-, T), j = O,..., N, 
--s-l,,(f, 7) = 45 4 and -sj.7(t, T, = wj(t* 7)t j = O,..., N. 
The derivatives S, and .-S, denote the local wavenumber and frequency’ 
respectively. From the definition it follows that 
K, + We = 0 and Kj.7 f wj,e = 0, j = O,..., N. (2.4) 
We substitute (2.3) in the left-hand side of (2.la) and expand the expression 
obtained (considering it as a function of p, 5,~ and C) in an asymptotic power 
series with respect to E 
where 
yy = 2(WWv-l - KKv-I) f c (W$‘Jj - KiKj) AO@O,DD I ifj=v-2 I 
+2 c 
i+j=v-2 I 
2(WWi-1 - KKi-l) +,+si-, ( *kWl - KkKl)! Lrj.m 
- (Wv-2.7 + G2.4 *~o@o,P 
- &J,-~(-~~@~,,)~ - ~~-~(-4~@~,& - b4 + 4 ~Jv-~,, 
- ~(W~V-I,,T + Kuv-I.,,) 
- i+zv-2 lCwi,r + Ki.C) uj.z3 + 2Cwfui.m + Ki”i.,E)> 
+ U,,/,_2,r~ - CT,,-,,,, + f (“-l’ + F(“‘, Y = 3,..., N + 1, 
g,“(p, t, 7, 4 I= YN+1(P, k, 4 + O(4. 
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The functions f (“), v = O,..., N, denote the coefficients in the expansion off 
.f(vN Y EvN.r 9 l ?N., > 5,T, c) = 5 4(“)(P, 5, T) + FNflrN*(p, E, 7, E) 
v=o 
with remainder 
The expansion of F is 
R:+,F1S(5, T, ~1, t,f, 4 = R.v+l(S, 7, ~1 = O(1). 
We equate to zero the coefficients of 1, E,..., G’ in the right-hand side of (2Sj. 
This yields a set of recurrent equations for 7 + A,,@, , U, ,..., U, . If these 
equations have solutions satisfying assumptions (I) and (II) then the function 
gN, 
gN(‘$ 7, c) = gN*{e-‘s(& 5-9 E), 5, T, <), 
is uniformly bounded in I1 x I, , which is a necessary condition for P)~ to be 
an Nth order formal asymptotic solution of problem (2.1). 
The coefficient of co in (2.5) yields an equation for @a as a function of p 
in which [ and r are parameters 
Because of assumptions (iv) and (IV) (2.6) h as solutions which are periodic 
functions of p for a suitable choice of the initial conditions. 
By the introduction of an averaged value 7 and an amplitude A, we will 
take that solution which oscillates between the values - 1 and + 1. Multi- 
plying (2.6) by A0@0.3) and integrating once with respect to p we get 
&(w” - K”) A,‘@;., + F(7 + A,@, > t, 7) = F(7 + Jo > E, 7). 
The dependence of 7 as a function of A, , 4 and 7 follows from 
(2.7) 
F(7 + A,, , 5, ~1 = F(7 - -4, , 5,d, (2.8a) 
409/54/3-17 
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and will be indicated by 
I(& 4 = fVo(5, T>, t, 4. (2.8b) 
Because of the uniform boundedness of 4 and its partial derivatives the 
period should be independent of 4 and 7. Normalizing the period to 2~ we 
get a dispersion relation between W, K and A, , indicated by 
45 4 = GAoK 4, 4,~) and K(& 7) = ‘@o(t, T), 5, d, (2.9a) 
where 
co2 - K2 = fi2@o(I, T), f, T}, 
(2.9b) 
A second relation between w and K is given by (2.4). The even, 2rr-periodic 
function @s , for which an implicit representation may be obtained by 
integration of (2.7) is of the form 
@&‘, 6 T) = ho@‘, A,(& T), 5, T>- 
With respect to the linear ordinary differential equations for U, ,..., U, , we 
will restrict ourselves to the equation for U, 
~;llaUl.m + F&I + Ao@o > f, 7) VI = -K , (2.10) 
in which 6 and 7 are to be considered as fixed parameters on I1 x I, . All 
remaining equations should be solved similarly. 
The homogeneous equation corresponding to (2.10) is the first variation 
equation of (2.6) with respect to 1 + A,@, . In the Appendix, two linear 
independent solutions .Zz2 have been determined. The function Z,* and Z,* 
are odd, respectively even, 2rr-periodic functions of p with a Wronskian equal 
to 1, for which the alternative representation can be given 
&*(p, 5, T> = &*{j’, A,(& 7)~ I, T>, i=l,2. 
The solution of (2.10) is uniformly bounded after suppression of secular 
terms in K: 
s 2T Yl(p> 6, T) zi*(p, I, 7) dp = 0, 
i= 1,2. 
0 
This leads to equations for A, , w. and K~: 
@‘a~) @(A, a t, 7) 4.&A, > 6, T)> + (a/%) MA, , 6, T) -‘%$(A, , 5, T)> 
= i:‘(Ao , 6, T) (2.1 la) 
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and 
2x{%4, , 5, T) W~J - &&I , 6, T) Ko} = it’(zd, , [, T), 
where 
and 
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(2.1 I b) 
192, 
A second relation between w. and us is obtained from (2.4). The solution 
of (2.10) is taken to be 
‘%(f’, t, 7) = A,([, T) z,*(p, 5, 7) + @I($‘, 6, T), 
where CD, is the particular solution obtained by the variation of constants 
method which satisfies the orthogonality relation 
I 2n @I($‘, 6, T) z,*($‘, 4, 7) dp = 0, 
i = 1,2. 
0 
Then U, is a 2n-periodic function ofp. No homogeneous olution proportional 
Z,* = A,@,,, needs to be included in iJ, since this has already been taken 
into account in U, because of the assumed expansion (2.3b) of S. A, is some 
arbitrary “constant” which, together with wr and K~ will just suffice to 
remove secular terms from y2 . Substituting Q. and U, as obtained above into 
the equation for U, we arrive at a 2?r-periodic function y2 . Removing the 
secular terms in y2 in order to satisfy the uniform boundedness condition (II) 
on U, we get the following equations for A, , ICY , and wr: 
2+4,, f K4A f 4% + KP) A, + 24 jo2n (w.& t- K.&f) Z,* dP 
= -{(&aT) (WodoL) + (a/&f) (COo.doL)] + h:’ + z’ll”), (2.12a) 
and 
‘$+J~, - K’Q) + (Wo2 - Ko’)} 
= 2(wwo - KKo) A, j2nZp*&z2* 4? + j2” Wo@o)m - (~4o@oM Z2* 4 
0 0 
+xy+ilp, (2.12b) 
where 
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and 
Again, a second relation between w1 and K~ is given by (2.4). Successively we 
determine equations for U, , A, , wa and IQ , U, ,..., U, , A,, , wNml , and 
K~-~ . The equations for AN, wN , and KN follow from the suppression of 
secular terms in gN*(p, E, T, 0) = YN+& 6, T) and (2.4). The equations for 
Si can be determined from the relations for U+ and Kj if we substitute 
wj = -Sj,, and Kj = Si,a. 
Note that (2.1 la) and (2.12a) are nonlinear first order partial differential 
equations for A,, and A, , respectively. It is easy to check that the equations 
for all remaining functions Ai and Sj are linear. Finally we arrive at a function 
v’N of the form 
(2.13b) 
Initial conditions for A, and Sj follow from expansions of the expressions 
%(‘f, e, - vN(& 0, e) and %(& c) - E’$‘N,+> 0, E), 
where vN is given by (2.13). In approximating a slowly varying wavetrain, 
we might assume that the initial data already have the form of a wave for 
instance, 
and 
where 
and 
ml + 4 E, 0) = F(771 - % 590). 
This implies the initial conditions for A, , X, , and So 
40(&O) = 45 0)s S-1(& 0) = BG Oh So(b 0) = AK 0). 
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If the nonlinear initial value problems for A, and &il, have solutions, then due 
to the linearity of all remaining equations we have constructed an Nth order 
formal asymptotic approximation of a slowly varying wavetrain. 
3. AN ALGORITHMIC PROCEDURE 
Because of the equivalence of an Mth order formal asymptotic approxima- 
tion v,,, obtained from vN(Ill < N) by deleting the terms with @n,+l ,..., CD,,, , 
A ,,, cr ,..., AN and SM+l ,..., S, , and a function vnr obtained by starting anew 
the construction technique described above, we may transform the construc- 
tion method for an Nth order formal asymptotic solution into a procedure 
generating successively formal asymptotic solutions of increasing order. This 
is obtained by putting N = co in the series (2.3) for c$~, thus 
S(6,T, cl - S-,(5, 7) + 6 psi(5, 4, (3.lb) 
where 7, S-r and @s are given by (2.8), (2.9) and (2.7), respectively. The way 
of determination is analogous to the construction method for an Nth order 
formal asymptotic solution. Successively, we determine the functions d, , 
s, 7 @, 7 A,, s, , @, ,**-* In order to obtain an Mth order formal asymptotic 
solution, the algorithm is terminated after the determination of d,,, and S-,, , 
and P,,~ is then given by (3.1) truncated after 1’ = JI and j = M. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section we will apply the algorithm to the nonlinear wave equation 
(1.2) with a van der Pol perturbation. Introducing the stretched variables 
6 = EX and r = et, (1.2) transforms into the equation 
E2k, - %c> + 46, T) u + b(5, T) u3 - c”( 1 - U”) u, =- 0, (4.1) 
where we assume that a and b are strictly positive C”-functions. 
In order to get formal asymptotic solutions we substitute the series (3.1) in 
the left-hand side of (4.1) and expand the resulting expression in an asymp- 
totic power series of E with coefficients depending on p, 6, and T. As we 
409/54/3-18 
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restrict ourselves to a zeroth order formal asymptotic solution we will omit 
the substitutions for Se and -S, . In view of the symmetry of F, 
F(u, I, T) = &~a(& T) u2 + $b(.$, T) ul, 
with respect to u = 0, we have 7 = 0. CD,, should be the even, 2rr-periodic 
solution of the equation 
6% - &) 4%*,, + aA,@, + bAo3ay = 0. (4.2) 
The solution of (4.2) can be expressed in terms of the Jacobian elliptic 
functions. If we take 
then @e is an even, 2r-periodic solution of (4.2) if 
a = (1 - 2P) (4K2p.r”) (S?,., - S”,,,) 
and 
(4.3a) 
bAo2 = 2h2(4K2/n2) (S!,,, - St,,,), (4.3b) 
where K denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus X: 
K(X) = 1’ {(I - 5”) (I - x’~)}-“2 d[. 
0 
Eliminating h from (4.3) we get the dispersion relation between S-i and A,: 
s2,,, - SF,., = fi2(&(E, 7)’ 5, .T>, (4.4) 
where 
and 
h” = $b(f, 7) ;4,2{a(& 7) + b((, 7) A,2}-1. 
As a and b are positive functions the modulus h is in between 0 and 1, which 
guarantees the periodicity of Go. The equation for lJ, is 
fi2UlB,, + (a + 36A,2m2) C; = -yl , (4.5) 
where 
yl = 4’-l.7%7 - S-l.c&.J 4WW2 cd + hLir - Ld 4lW7) cn’ 
+ WL&4,W/4 ~4, - f3-,,&40W/74 cn’)c> 
- Se,,,A,,(2I@r) (1 - Ao2m2) MI. 
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In the above expression the argument (ZK/rr)p of the Jacobian ehiptic 
function cn with modulus X has been omitted. 
Besides the odd, 2n-periodic function Z1*, &*(p, 6, 7) = AO(2K/n) .K 
cn’[(2K/7r) p; h], a second homogeneous olution Z,* of Eq. (4.5) can be defined 
(cf. Appendix), which is an even, 2n-periodic function of p. The suppression 
of secular terms in (4.5) yields for ‘4, and SO the equation 
and 
(Pm) (S-,,,AoL) - (a/at) (S-,.,=I,L) = p (4.6a) 
where 
L,So,, - s-12SO.E = 0, (4.6b) 
and 
1 
*a 
S-,~,Ro2(2K/7r)2 (1 - &*cn*) (crz’)’ dp = Xl”(f, 7) 
‘0 
1 2n A,(2Khr)* (CR’)” dp = I,([, T). 
‘0 
Equations (4.4), (4.6a), and (4.6b) constitute a set of three nonlinear partial 
differential equations for -4,) S-, and So. The initial conditions follow 
from asymptotic expansions of the expressions 
Ul(& 4 - &, 0, E> and u*(E, c) - 4~,0, El> 
where ui and u2 are assumed to have the form of a wave. If we take 
where 
YB’, % E) = 45 0) + &so> Jz* -t (kq2, 
ho2 = w5 0) q3 w, 0) + w, 0) ~*(wl, 
then we should have the initial conditions 
UE7 0) = Pm -40(5,0) = 43 and So(6,O) = 0. 
Equation (4.6b) will have the trivial solution in that case. A zeroth order 
formal asymptotic solution v. is given by 
VO~o(s‘~ 7,4 = A,(& 7) cn[(2qqln) p; Al, p = EdK,(5, T), 
where A, and S-, satisfy the nonlinear equations (4.4a) and (4.6a). 
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APPENDIX 
We determine two linearly independent solutions Z$&J, 4, T) of the 
homogeneous equation in p 
mt, 4 -CD + ~u,vMP, 4,Th 594 z* = 0, (A.11 
where we introduced the abbreviation U,, = v + A,@,, . The first solution 
Z,* of (A.l) is obtained by noting that U,,, is a solution of (A.1) 
zl*(P, t, 4 = Ull,P(P, t, 4 = 4lG 4 %,(P, 5,4 
= -%(f, T) &,,(p, -%(t, T), 5, 7; = -&*{p, &(t, T), t, T>. 
Clearly, ZI* is a 2rr-periodic function of p and since Us is an even, 27~ 
periodic function of p, Z,* is an odd function of p. 
The second solution Zs* of (A.1) is obtained by putting Za* = wU~,~. 
Substituting this in (A.l), integrating once with respect to p, and choosing 
the constant of integration equal to 1, we get 
This holds for any p-interval where U,,, f 0. So we have for any integer m 
Z,* = r;i,.,, I’ (dPl&,), 1 formrr<p<(m+l)n, 64.2) 
- pm 
where p,, denotes the zero of CJ,, on the interval mrr < p < (m + 1) z-. The 
choice of p,, as the lower bound of integration in (A.2) is a matter of con- 
venience. With the help of the equation for @,, we deduce 
u,,, = i-(d?,a&%, 5, T)) [F(‘j + A,, 6, 7) - F(U, , 5, T)ll”, 
m77 <p <(m + l)rr, 
where the plus sign holds for m odd and the minus sign for m even. We see 
that tr,, is a monotonic function of p on each interval rnrr < p ,( (m + 1) 7r. 
Then, introducing U,, as a new integration variable in (A.2) we get for a11 
(p, 6, 7) E R x 11 x 12 
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where for CJ(, = +j + -12, we should take the limit-value as CT, tends to 
+j 5 d, . These limit-values exist because F(;i + -4, , 6, T) - F( UO , 5, T) has 
simple zeros at U,, = +j rf A, . It is seen that Z,* is an even, ‘Lrr-periodic 
function of p. A simple calculation shows that the Wronskian of Z,* and Z,* 
is equal to I. 
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